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BOTTLE POST FROM PIEMONTE
A few weeks ago I received a package of three recently bottled wines from Mauro Sebaste asking
for my opinion on these bottles.
Mauro Sebaste manages a domain of about 30 ha, most of which vineyards are owned but a
number of plots are also rented. The vineyards are spread across 11 municipalities, including Alba,
Serralunga, Barolo and La Morra. Mauro runs his wine products with his wife Maria-Teresa and the
next generation is fully active within the company: Sylla takes charge of the accounting and
Angelica designed the striking labels.
The planting consists of Nebbiolo, Barbera, Dolcetto and Freisa in red
and Arneis, Cortese, Moscato and Viognier in white. The total
production of the domain is about 120.000 bottles on an annual basis.
All grapes are manually harvested and there will be an extra selection
on a grapes table when arriving at the winery. The wines yeast in
stainless steel tanks. So much for the common history of each wine.
On other details, I will immediately address the discussion of
individual wines.
First wine I tasted the •• Parigi •• 2018, a Nebbiolo d ' Alba. The grape
material for this wine comes from plots in Alba and Diano d ' Alba,
where the ranks carrots in a limestone floor. The harvest will take
place at the end of September, early October. After malolactic
fermentation, the wine matures 12 to 14 months in barrels of
American (60 %) and French oak (40 %). After bottling, the wine gets
another three months of bottle rest.
The •• Parigi •• has a warm ruby red colour and a medium
concentration. The nose is dominated by tones of stewed cracks,
supplemented by a touch of vanilla. With 15 % volume on the counter,
this wine has an unmistakable alcohol jacket, but luckily there is
enough content on board to temper this violence. The taste is flexible
with tones of cherry and farmer's boys and a fine acidity. In the final
we get some tones from vanilla again.
Score: A

Then we tasted the •• Centobricchi •• 2017, a Barbera d 'Alba to tell you
and which, like the previous wine, comes from lime-rich plots in Alba
and Diano d' Alba. The harvest of the Barbera falls in the second half of
September. After having undergone its malolactic fermentation, this
wine rests 100 % on new barrels of French oak. The final bottle rest is
identical to the previous wine: three months.
In our glass comes a blockbuster with an ink-like concentration and a
solid blue purple color with a forced deep carmin red edge. In the
aroma the spicy tones dominate: eucalyptus especially. The taste is
powerful and balled with suave acids, plenty of brambes and also a
pepper test. Vanilla in finale. A wine that presents itself very young, but
where all the puzzle pieces are already nicely in place. A big Friendly
Giant with lots of extract and maturing potential.
Score: A +

As top of the bill we degusted one of the Barolo's of Mauro Sebaste: the ••
Trèsüri •• 2016. This is a blend of grapes from three vineyards. •• One of them
lies in La Morra and gives the wine elegance, •• tells Mauro. •• The second
vineyard is located in Verduno and contributes to the freshness of the wine.
About 20 % of the grapes come from Ceretta in Serralunga. They guarantee
structure and complexity. •• The harvest is happening in October. The
fermentation takes about 12 to 16 days and goes in thermog regulated
cuves. A computer-controlled system ensures regular pumping. After the
malolactic fermentation, the wine is transferred to large oak barrels of 15
hectolitres. He will stay there for another 36 months. After the bottling,
another 6 month removal will follow on the bottle.
All of this gives rise to a wine with a warm semi-transparent velvet red
colour with blowing evolution in the edge. The nose is intense and complex
with tones of freshly picked strawberries. The taste is a successful marriage
between strength and elegance, with strawberries here too, a peppery test
and chocolate tannins in final.
Score: AA

These wines are distributed by Atrapoco in Heusden-Zolder. More info via www.atrapoco.be

